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Mr Laverick's keep fit task:

 

The Kader Connect

Thought for the weekend:
           Smile for Easter! 

A message from Mrs Mitchinson: 
Well what a term! I can honestly say

we are so proud of all of the

children and their wonderful

determination and resilience. The

children have all over come so much

and their progress is amazing!

Week beginning: 04/04/22 A poem to ponder: 

Year 1:

Year 2:

Year 3:

Nursery:

Rec:

Year 4:

Year 5:

Year 6:

Mrs Donald - What made me smile!

I have loved looking at all of the fabulous

work in school this half term. It is always

lovely to reflect on a successful term and

look at how much progress the children have

made.  

The boys and girls have been extremely busy

taking part in lots of Easter activities, from

cooking flapjack nests with Mrs Hedger to

braving the elements and taking part in an

Easter egg hunt

The children have enjoyed

pattern making this week.

Creating repeating

patterns and exploring

colour using African print.

This week we completed

art work in the style of

Henri Matisse and we also

created an animal

enclosure for a zoo. 

Well done, Year one. 

 

This week we have been so busy

finishing off our fantastic rainforest

survival guides in our English lessons.

We can’t wait to share our final pieces of

work with you. We have had an active

time in our maths lessons this week! We

have been finding hidden addition and

subtraction problems all over our

playground and using chalk to work out

the answers!

.

This week in Year 5, we have been looking at volume and

capacity in our Maths lessons. We went outside and

measured the capacity of different containers. We also used

cubes to create different shapes and work out their volume.

In our English lessons, we have been looking at Haikus. This

is a form of Japanese poetry which traditionally had a

natural theme. We have written our own Haikus with four

verses, each about one of the four seasons! This week we

have talked about destiny in RE and in computing, we have

finished our work on vector drawings. The children worked

so hard with this and have been able to use a variety of

different tools on the laptops independently to create some

amazing work! Have a wonderful, wonderful Easter and we

are looking forward to seeing you all after your well-

deserved break! 
 

Some of us this week have been so busy learning

how to swim this week! We will be swimming in no

time. It's so fun to get fit whilst having fun too! 

Can you walk 5 miles over
Easter?

Exploring colour

through paint. We

have been busy

artists this week in

Year 2.

 Well Year 6, what can we say? We are so incredibly

proud of you and your efforts this term. Please be proud

of how far you have come. You have overcome two

lockdowns and so much missed learning and you

continue to blow our socks off! Keep working hard. Next

term is your last term in the Kader Family and we want

to make it one to remember!

.


